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01
The era of live commerce
has finally arrived
1.1 Preface

The most important thing for trading of tangible·intangible products between sellers
and buyers is that interaction. In the past marketing was focused on introduction of
function and design of products, sellers and buyers have been communicating thr
ough

texts, images and also sharing produced videos.
But, there have been a lot of changes in the environment of trading due to pandemic
that has become a Non-Contact era. live streaming sent over in real time can deliver
satisfaction while using products, it provides online trading environment that can
interact in various way.

Untact Lab will suggest the blueprint that can lead to the new Non-Contact
economy by combining live commerce industry which made a big change in
online trading system, crypto assets that currently leading innovate
finance·payment market and optimized blockchain technology for data
storing, controlling and security.

Relationship-oriented social media project Un/ta/ct
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1.2 Project Background

A report from the eBEST Investment & Securities research center estimated that the live comme
rce market in South Korea could generate revenue of more 3 trillion won in 2020, it is accounted
for 1.9% of all e-commerce sales worldwide.

Live commerce market in South Korea expected to grow to 8 trillion won, it estimates the indust
ry has an immense potential as increasing penetration.

Chinses live commerce market is estimated to reach 960 billion yuan (nearly 170 trillion won) in
this year.
The live commerce market penetration rate is estimated 4.4% in 2019 and 8.8% in 2020
compared with the size of the total Chinese e-commerce market.
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1.3 Untact Lab introduction
As accelerating internet and IT technological progress, new media era has come. the service
that satisfy both of information providers and users has been triggered by new media
expanding into a variety of business platform providing communication options.

Live commerce is an abbreviation of video streaming and e-commerce, it is an online channel
that introducing and selling products through video streaming on platforms as web sites,
applications.

All employees of Untact Lab are experts have lots of experiences across entertainment
industries such as show directing and production, Filming and distributing a commercial
advertisement, video releases and production.

Recently the number of platform and distribution corporates sharply increased due to
significant growth and high consumer demand for live commerce market. Especially the most
important industrial characteristic of Live commerce is data storing and processing as this
industry shows the combination across a wide range of business because it is closely related
to all of actions encompasses production-branding-content creation-content releasedistribution-consumer management.

Untact Lab will develop and provide platforms connects and proceed with all processes
related to live commerce. Untact Platform will provide an environment by using and adapting
blockchain technology for administration and participation in product manufacturing and
launching, creator education and management, rights and releases for use in video, relevant
information management.
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1.4 Key Success factors
The optimized consensus mechanism came out from Untact Lab by experts of various fields to
foray into new media market successfully, furthermore being impact factor for industrial
development.
Live commerce now brings tremendous changes in distribution market as it called rookie of
distribution market. New IT technologies trending for 21century are essential for interacting
with consumers in real time, and also real time order and shipping, a large volume of
fulfillment distribution. The IT system which is operating by Untact Lab will be upgraded for
the next level through setting this project up with accumulated know-how for many year and
it has its own system structure to cope with big data by upgrading regularly.
Also, it is not possible that Live commerce industry has an independent ecosystem. We
collaborate across a variety of industries as product production and packaging, storing,
filming and release, creator casting and orientation, customers and product data
management, payment and adjustment management to give customers more opportunities to
reach products through this project and the ecosystem will be completed via providing
reasonable rewards and benefits.
All of rights of broadcasting videos and releases, history Management of distribution
processes, proof of product origin, customer’s data management consider as important
things in live commerce industry combined with blockchain technology and that builds live
commerce market environment based on BaaS, it also makes best payment and adjustment
gateways with the ecosystem council through crypto assets issuance and management by
blockchain technology, investors will increasingly trust us by accessing to crypto assets usage
history available.
we expect much faster stabilization of Untact project by systematic planning and actual
implementation so that the above project elements can be implemented in stages.
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1.5 Promotion Strategy
Untact Lab has a lot of experts and experience related to live commerce market. Untact Lab
mainly engaged in creator casting/act on behalf of filming, sales, and release collaboration of
large corporations and improving value added business is expected through exclusive
agreements with creators/filming/original design manufacturing and sales/releasing videos
on the original channel and will be started with simultaneous project proceeding.
We anticipate securing talented workforce suitable for new media by increasing academies to
develop and grow creators and also providing opportunities to receive dividend rights in
crypto assets for original broadcast production and publication. Additionally, the final goal is
creating an ecosystem which investors can participate in through adapting new technologies
and establishing operation policy for fair distribution of profits from creators to owners who
have dividend rights of exclusive agreement with creators.
Values of each dividend rights that stored and received through that procedures explained as
above will be rising constantly, will provide an environment only for sharing dividend rights
where it can be redeemed.

1.6 Our Mission and Vision
As fourth industrial revolution and contact-free society has come, enormous growth in numbe
r of personal broadcasting by only one person including one-man creator has been shown sin
ce years ago. We are preparing mentoring programs to realize their precious dream as there a
re many creators who struggle of being famous due to lack of specialized education and finan
cial support.
We will promote the Untact project for enabling creator rights protection from infringement b
y lack of penetration of product and broadcasting videos management, and investors particip
ation in new media entertainment market.
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02
New emerging trend in
a Non-Contact era
2.1 The arrival of Live Commerce industry
The commerce market has been evaluated through providing new transactional experience
based on development of the internet technology. E-commerce started to grow at the begins
of cultivation of the internet, processes relating to E-commerce as has been provided
convenience and entertainment through information acquisition, recommendation,
experience, payment and delivery expressed as last fit based on ICT technology.

Corona has created contact services that practice social distancing and avoid contact with
others and consume it safely, but as social animals, we still need direct communication and
crave an on-tact culture that maintains physical distancing.

Contactless services are on the rise as social distancing caused by COVID19 which purpose of
avoiding touch in person. But we need Face-To-Face communication as we humans are not
the only animals that are social. Therefore, we have a strong demand of human connection
with physical distancing now.
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E-commerce provide services easily as search engine, order, payment and shipping but it
lacks the personal touch which cannot satisfy the demand of human connection. So that is the
reason why Live commerce rising in the social distancing era. Consumers ask questions while
live streaming to sellers or influencers and having a conversation in real time. It solves a lack
of communication and that is the most important advantage for people living life in pandemic.

2.2 The current situation of Live Commerce market
Conversion rate of online sales usually calculated by ratio of impression to a total of sales.
Live commerce conversion rate is high as a range of live commerce conversion rate is 5 to 8
percent. a range of e-commerce conversion rates is only 0.3 to 1 percent. Also we can find out
a high percentage even for the live show hosting by unpopular host. According to TWOAB, a
Chinese influencer marketing company, the conversion rate of top-notch influencers is almost
20 percent. As mentioned above, Live commerce became a new way to maximize efficiency
while making a better business budget.

The reason why live commerce has a high conversion rate is that real-time communication
gives reliability as providing product information with simultaneous air the show. Viewers can
react by live chat to the show and it influences to purchasing decisions as they receiving more
detailed information. particularly, popular influencers strongly influence purchasing decisions
which creates high performance sales based on their famous. Live commerce is a one of the
platform for free expression which can makes the show much more delicate and real. Also
Added functions provided as Live chat with viewers, tagging products, sharing URL. Therefore,
there is a high possibility that sellers will flow on platforms that provide live commerce.
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2.3 What’s next for live commerce market?
A report from the eBEST Investment & Securities research center estimated that the live
commerce market in South Korea grow to 8 trillion won until 2023. It is calculated status
based on expected penetration rate projected to 4% in estimated E-commerce market
amounted to 240 trillion won in 2023. It is calculated based on penetration of china where live
commerce market has already developed, revenue of live commerce market in South Korea is
surely possible.

As considered research that China’s e-commerce market generated revenue 9.9 trillion yuan
in 2019, a total of China's e-commerce sales was 433.8 billion yuan, a total e-commerce
market size in 2018 to live commerce penetration amounted to 4.4%. In addition, the whole
market size of live commerce in China is 961.2billion yuan (nearly 170 trillion won) in 2019,
predicted market penetration is 8.8%.

eBEST Investment & Securities research center estimated South Korea E-commerce market
size will be growing to 155 trillion won by 2020, also according to related industries estimates,
live commerce market in South Korea valued at 3 trillion won. As a result, the penetration of
live commerce is only 1.9% of a total e-commerce market size, and it is also expected to reach
new high in the future.

Currently, high growth potential of Live commerce market estimates as Internet platforms are
entering live commerce market, and traditional retailers except home shopping are also
penetrating new markets.
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China’s live commerce market volume estimated 961 billion yuan (nearly 170 trillion won) and
it accounted for 8.8% of all e-commerce market across the world. Live commerce market has
continued to grow when influencers became a main stream in a society. A massive growth of
the market has shown as overall market revenue 23times greater than 190 billion in 2017
within 2 years. The number of live streaming users in China is expected to reach 500 million in
this year. It accounted for 60% of all internet users and high penetration also expected.

COVID19, the pandemic speeding up the growth of live commerce market in China. As
consumers prefer purchasing without trying or touching physically, it pushing sellers to
embrace e-commerce for more opportunities to communicate with consumers. Also Ministry
of commerce of China planned to announce a new measure for expanding agricultural
products distribution in February 2021 online in order to social distancing, and 11 cities
including Guangzhou, Hangzhou, and Chongqing have announced measures to support live
commerce industry. this shows a future of steady upward trend. In fact, Live commerce
market is rapidly growing in China as 60,000 farmers joined Taobao Live platform and became
hosts of live streaming for agricultural products sales.
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03
Untact Platform Introduction
3.1 Launching Untact Platform
Untact Platform provide a rock-solid foundation of integrated communication platform to
participate in 3rd party service which is a base of live commerce. Many of Korea big retail and
IT companies are getting involved in channels and payment gateway for live commerce as
Naver/Kakao/shinsegae/Lotte/Coupang, therefore large corporates already cornering live
commerce platforms.
This makes low market competitiveness of independent live streaming platform, so Untact
Platform enabled consumers to purchase products which sales through live commerce using
Untact tokens.
Video streaming function is available that can boost of securing fandom and also maintain
sales performance. IP ownership becoming important as expected to receive guarantees for
reperforming videos. Creators with exclusive agreements of Untact Lab getting paid from
working a variety of platforms and sharing income with agencies. Getting high paid creators
can transfer to other agencies with higher guarantee fee.
We provide participation functions to own dividend public performance and exclusive
agreement rights by issuing NFT and reward funding and pre-order reservation for Untact Lab
label products functions will be provided as well using Untact tokens.
We are aiming for creating integrated live commerce platform through registering for classes
of creator academy, paying tuition fee, providing labor pool system that can register waitlisted
hosts.
We are developing into a total live commerce platform by providing a talent pool registration
system where participants can apply for courses conducted by the Academy of Professional
Creators and pay tuition fees.
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3.2 Virtuous Live commerce
Participating in all processes of live commerce through Untact Platform is available, profits
from each of processes creates a virtuous circle between direct and indirect participants by
giving sequence of participatory planning via fandom.
After completing a creator academy, they broadcasting live commerce shows, securing own
competitiveness by purchasing sales products on the show. In addition, each processes
encourage participation by proof received Non-Contact.
Owners who request video production or participate in video IP can also train or cast new
creators with Untact tokens secured through video airing for broadcasting new show.
Indirect participants who fund product and video production can be supporters with received
Untact tokens cultivating creator’s skills or management supporters, directly participating as
NFT owners for video IP transactions. indirect participants secure direct participants, securing
indirect participants made available through fandom of direct participants.
Untact Platform will be a rock-solid foundation which can be developed into an ecosystem
without a border between hosts and viewers.

3.3 NFT Platform
The advantage of live commerce is streaming videos available at any time after the broadcast
live streaming, and it also occur purchasing continuously. Depending on the number of
accumulated viewers, the fandom will be ranked at high score and creators will be paid high
guarantees. As a result, video copyrights and performing rights have become important
management sectors that directly affect profitability of new media industry.
However, creators who started new media including live commerce or other personal
broadcasting creators working alone tend to make mistakes with managing copyrights, lack of
copyrights protects causes problems relating to exclusive rights of creators.
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ERC721-based non-alterable tokens (Non Fungible Token) are optimized tokens for owning an
d managing IPs and have recently been in the limelight in the crypto assets market.
In addition, NFT allows many participants to own a single IP which dividend into several parts, i
t can be used in various ways.

Making NFT exclusive agreements with creators available except videos in the live commerce
ecosystem. No one can expect accurately how much new creators will have powerful influence.
who completed academy courses. Through NFT, supporters will be recruiting who supporting
courses of new creators by cloud funding and funds begin in order to educate creators. All
profits coming from creators will be sharing with supporters owning NFT. It finally creates a
cycle of fair distribution to grow up together.
Also the value of owned NFT might be higher due to premium pricing, and can be traded at
higher costs. We will strive to create culture increasing real value through transferring video
copyrights and performing rights, also changing creator supporters through an NFT market
which connects to members who want NFT transaction.

3.4 Reward based on crowdfunding
We provide a reward funding function that can purchasing and promoting Untact Lab labeled
products in advanced. In reward funding category, pre-promotion conducts for products that
will be released except Untact Lab labeled products. it secures prior interaction between
hosts and participants before broadcasting live streaming which raises live streaming
participation in real time, it can eventually affect consumer’s purchasing decisions.
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3.5 Academy Management System
Online register creator class of Untact Platform and payments services will be prepared at this
platform and will support registering classes and paying tuition. We offer expert courses to
cultivate skills of home shopping show hosts, TV personalities who experienced personal
broadcasting, influencers, other tutors to be liver commerce creators.

Also, functions enable learning various information and self-testing for new media industry
beginner will be prepared. information will be provided as tuition fee/curriculum/course
period/payment/ course registration for each courses and checking tutors’ profile out and
getting a certificate of course completion also available.

The ability to cast new creators suitable for new products through P2P will be provided as
posting profiles of graduates when live streaming in the preparation. relevant workers
communicate through P2P, Untact Platform going to get bigger as integrated live commerce
platform by creating killer content that has a high competitive differentiation from each of
industrial and project development strategies.
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04
Untact Lab consensus
4.1 Live Commerce Technicalization
Exposure of contactless field service is increasing as a stable growth of the internet platform
and video distribution market. e-commerce has become increasingly important as most of
largest platform service companies focus on upgrading mobile application.
Most of large retailers and platform service companies competing in Live commerce market
as big retailers also foray into live commerce market to expand the scope of retail business.
New media Influencers and personal broadcaster also expanding their business to live
commerce industry.
The most important success and failure factor is fandom (regular members), also a safety and
convenient platform environment, fast shipping and communication skills of creators affect
success and failure of live commerce.

In order to increase customer satisfaction of live commerce industry, differentiation Strategy
is very important through storing, processing data that has accumulated for a long time. But
sales products and the number of viewers, those factors cannot be a basis of forging a new
strategy of business.
Adapting blockchain technology collecting data without any loss and change has become
essential and types of data related to consumer access by each of groups based on user
segmentation as gender/occupation/income level/age/etc. Also
interests/demand/information searching range, and scale of fandom/fame/attraction. Lastly
collecting platform activity data as crowd psychology/factors affecting
interaction/convenience.
Untact Platform has created strategies enables to compete with large scale companies on an
equal footing by collecting and processing a wide range of data relating to live commerce
rather than a narrow range of data.
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4.2 Creating a Live Commerce ecosystem
All of employees of Untact Lab are experts of entertainment business.
We have been secured know-how since the begin of live commerce industry. We have been
building broader partnership with a variety of companies therefore we have successfully
secured foundations as the backbone of the live commerce ecosystem.
We build a solid relationship by sharing information with trusted partnerships through
blockchain technology. Ecosystem consists of small corporates except for large corporates
and all of members in an ecosystem proven by possessing Untact tokens
and information provide activity.
This ecosystem creates a structure for competition with large corporates through solidarity
from the system as explained above

4.3 Combination and Collaboration of Emerging Industries

Untact Lab manages live commerce information based on BaaS that adapting blockchain get
into live commerce. crypto asset-based P2P services are expected to implement generating
revenue and transferring of rights, and the trigger will be pulled by Untact Platform for new
industry creation by 4 kinds of industries combination that is possible as receiving
opportunities for Untact token mining and rewards. industrial combination looking forward to
develop into second combination between origin and newest industries.
Untact Platform can forge an entirely new processes of new media strategies beyond storing
live commerce information in blockchain.
Fourth industrial revolution has come with two of keywords as ‘super connection·super
knowledge’ and we surface an important challenge moves on next fourth and half generation.
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05
Strategies increasing of
sophistication of Untact Platform
5.1 Securing platform components
All of employees of Untact Lab have experience related to all of fields of live commerce
market as products, platforms, channels and exclusive management for creators but they
have not been worked in only one field. Developing this Untact Platform and Untact token
issuance securing components that a conducive environment enables to create added-value.
We will continue to release our own products through our product lineup, which is easy to
access, get information, and spread quickly.
First of all, clover agency which is a prior of Untact Lab will launch company products by
developing and manufacturing enables to generate high revenue. Clover agency provide
product information continuously and will launch products through products lineup in fast
spread.
Second, we will secure our own channels on large domestic and overseas platforms, will
stream new live and replay videos regularly to improve product awareness and sales products.
Third, sales company products via training creators who has an exclusive agreement and
management guaranteed being regular guest on the show and exclusive channels, also it
ensures generating high revenue as supporting being on other channels.
Lastly, through various approaches from Untact Platforms such as simultaneous streaming,
replays, product registration and sales, new products pre-launching, and creator profile
sharing that can forge growth of the number of inflow viewers that enables increasing value
of its platform.
In conclusion, combination of company products, channels and creators under the exclusive
management contract is that Untact Platform provides contactless service in the pandemic
era which is our final aim.
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5.2 Finding and educating aspiring creators
Education courses of Untact Platform provide integrated management system that managing
all of information related to creators as curriculum/class register/attendance and
completion/profile register/career management enables to participate in live commerce show
that generating revenue.
Live commerce creators categorize home shopping show hosts, broadcasters, famous
bloggers, influencers, office workers and beginners and recommend suitable courses for
them. Unlike other institutions, Untact Platform academic courses provide opportunities to
participate in broadcasting immediately after completion, sharing student’s profiles enables
to interview best creators or supporters for brand concepts in advance.
In addition, broadcasting and fandom ranking management can visualize the value of creators
and provide conducive environment to connect agency and value judgment fairly before
making an exclusive agreement.
In addition, securing profiles of creators who working on other platforms or graduates of
other academy as many as possible that makes a paradigm. Registered information of
creators stored on safety blockchain, and high-capacity images or videos are designed as
sidechain to access via on-chain to prevent information counterfeiting and alteration related
to career/exclusive agreements to value fair guarantees.
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5.3 Dividend Intellectual property rights distribution
Recently, combination of copyrights and blockchain technology has become important.
Copyright protection for various art works and music much stronger and especially copyrights
of new media content is important as generating high revenue depends on the number of
views.
In live commerce, video copyright and n-th distribution copyright are all important. It is true
that real-time broadcasting shows the highest sales performance, but it is difficult to predict
the value of a single content as profits coming from advertisement and particularly replay
shows high sales performance. Live commerce has an important value as promotion platform
because of making direct sales performance and indirect profits from advertisements.
Prior notification of video production forged a way of getting funding and investments based
on evaluation of products, creators, sending areas and time zones. Also enables to get funding
and investments for securing streaming rights. ERC-721 Token which provided by Ethereum
platform, NFT (Non Fungible Token) has become an important part to prove rights and
property of all registers.
Pricing a single video is not predictable and the price could be too expensive for individual
consumers. But adapting ERC-721 Tokens allow one to n-th transaction and to have dividend
rights for many owners.
Also, co-ownership of copyrights is available as owning dividend rights of product distribution,
export, exclusive contract for creators except videos A total of views of videos and creator
transfer fee increment implementing NFT transaction and it also earn revenue.
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Copyrights and property protection via NFT is safe but original work copyright will be stored in
central server. Development of NFT market can be disturbed by unstable original work storing
even the storage based on safe blockchain technology having ERC-721 Tokens.
All creations are managed by Untact Platform using IPFS (distributed file system) technology,
real decentralized web protocol technology will be realized by storing copies distributed excep
t property tokens to prevent original file loss.
IPFS technology ensures pricing digital creations low underpinned by flexibility and the spirit o
f Independence of web.

5.4 New Media NFT trading Market development
To upload, own and store digital creations as NFT Tokens, NFT market planned to provide a ga
teway to MetaMask and other payment options. Also NFT transaction made on digital creation
s which is already stored as NFTs.
Usually creations having a lots of transaction value are provided by Untact Platform and it give
s priority to creations which generate value regularly.
Also, creator rights except digital creations will exclusive to the platform as NFT Tokens by reg
istering creator’s basic profile. A transfer market can be affected by securing and trading divid
end NFT into n times from supporters or agencies

05. Strategies increasing of sophistication of Untact Platform
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06
Token economy
6.1 Interaction between Live Commerce & Untact token
All activities and participation on Untact Platform works as Activity Mining. Untact Platform
rewards participation as sign up to join membership, registering academy courses and profile,
funding, NFT token transaction, creator supporters a certain amount by Untact tokens
Also, Untact token is necessarily to access data stored·processed on the Untact Platform. It
required depends on services as looking into creator’s profile, suggesting broadcasts, replays,
activating NFT transaction.
A total amount of Untact token will be increasing as reward through payment in FIAT until the
platform is stabilized and reward increasing. Increasing rewards means that data is being
stored continuously. This also meaning that value of main net is getting higher, mining
difficulty shows the same pattern as well.
Users or particular organizations access data which are stored continuously. FIAT payment
ensures to access data as well but, to higher of utility of Untact tokens, using tokens as a
certain amount of staking and a certain proportion of per total amount paid in FIAT is
necessarily.
Tokens distributed as mining effect at the time of platform opening will be collected again for
data access and that empowering tokens to have virtuous power. It provides a solution for
securing platform operation and development fee as paid FIAT in proportion to value of
collected tokens.
The Untact Platform induces simultaneous use of FIAT and Untact tokens which can be
exchanged for fiat currency. In the ecosystem, the exchange rate and utility is high but the
actual total amount of paid and purpose of payment is based on FIAT.
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For example, ‘A’ who wants to apply for creator education will get paid the cash amount as
1,000won and its Untact tokens equivalent through member registration and providing added
information.
In order to pay 100,000 won for tuition fee, 1% of Untact tokens is one of elements of card
payment or deposit FIAT. Therefore, 99,000won in FIAT with 1,000won in Untact tokens which
received through member registration will be paid for tuition fee.
After completion of educational programs, posting profile of ‘A’ and monitoring videos
through creator introduction fields which stored in a separate server, the access key is stored
using blockchain-based distributed storage and doing this activity will get paid the cash
amount as 3,000won and its Untact tokens equivalent.
‘B’ who is planning live stream will join the membership to access profile of ‘A’ while recruiting
creators. When ‘B’ uses paid 1,000won in Untact tokens getting from member registration to
access profile, a part of tokens will be paid to the platform, and the rest of part will be paid to
A.

Untact tokens accept all activities on Untact Platform as activity mining (mining-based
activities and participation), every payment in FIAT exchange in a certain proportion as well.
Untact token will be exchanged in a certain proportion to store as NFTs for trading property
for rights of creators, video copyrights and n-th streaming. Untact tokens are kind of reward
for conducting activities and participation in Untact Platform that consists of live commerce
ecosystem, the amount of owned and usage of Untact token indicates degrees of contribution
to the ecosystem that meaning is the way of proof of activity. Also it can be used as a type of
utility token which connects participation between service and other service.
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6.2 Price Stabilization Policy
Project team does buy-back a part of total supply which are in circulation to stable supplies
from Untact Platform when a lack of liquidity which also means revenue increasing of project
team happens in the ecosystem due to increasing the amount of airdrop allocation that
caused by growing a total amount of paid in FIAT.
Also having the amount of airdrops supplied from the ecosystem enables service or
transaction that prevents indiscriminate circulation in the market due to sudden drop.
To grower trading volume in the market and usage volume in Untact Platform, marketing
activation made easy increasing both of them especially when fiat payments or degree of
contributions are insufficient in the ecosystem.
When the sales volume is growing in the market as unlock a lock-up period or staking for
particular reason, Project team will consider buy-back to use it as supply in the ecosystem, it
finally tap into more benefits for members of Untact Platform.
Increasing buy-back volume in Untact Platform and the sales volume in the market stabilized
price by burning a certain amount of tokens for particular periods, Untact tokens will be
exchanged to NFT or burned through NFT service activation.
The project team can secure realistic value of Untact tokens by working on balancing volume
of liquid in both of the market and ecosystem. Also maintaining a balanced ecosystem can be
done as providing services to keep the volume of liquid in both of the market and ecosystem
and implementing price stabilization policies.

06. Token economy
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08
Token Distribution
Untact Token(UTX) is ERC-20 Token on Ethereum Platform.
A total of 3 billion token will be issued and each percentages as 30% for sales,15% for
marketing, 15%for team and the last of 40% will be distributed for company.

Marketing

Sales

Company

Marketing15% (450,000,000 UTX)

Team

- 15% of a total issued amount for activating and marketing

Amount for Corporate Treasury 40%
(1,200,000,000 UTX)\

of Untact Token ecosystem

- Price will be stabilized by sequential sales after lock up for 3

service(It also using for service launching, PR, offering

years

includes bounty, airdrops)

- The lock period will be extended if any problem

- It will Locked up for least 1 year to 3 years in case of large-

arises with price stabilization

scale distribution

Sales 30% (900,000,000 UTX)

Team 15% (450,000,000 UTX)

- 30% of a total issued amount of

- 15% of a total issued amount will be distributed

900,000,000UTX is Quantity discount

for project team/Advisors and shareholders.

- sales will be conducted consider monthly

-

distribute quantity and the ability of control

After 3years, 1% of a total amount will be unlocked every
month and additional 1% will be unlocked every 6 month.

for stabilizing price

-

Team Quantity will be locked up additionally
when problem arises with price stabilization.
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Roadmap

21.3Q

21.4Q

Untact Lab labeled product 1st launch

Untact Lab channel open at live commerce overseas platform

Improving manufacturing production line

Untact Lab labeled product 2nd launch

1st selling real estate on live commerce

Making exclusive agreements with foreign models
3rd selling real estate on live commerce

22.2Q

22.1Q

Untact Platform open

Untact Platform CBT

Live commerce only shopping mall open

Untact Lab labeled product 3th launch

Creator experience record access service

Untact Lab labeled renewed product launch

Making MCN exclusive agreements with

Untact Lab labeled product 4th launch

Influencers

Untact Lab channel open at live commerce
overseas platform

22.3Q
Creator development and talent discovery program open
Live commerce content creation and transmission supporters
program open
Untact Lab labeled product 5th launch
Untact Lab labeled product 6th launch
3rd selling real estate on live commerce

23.1Q

22.4Q

Untact Lab labeled product 7th launch

NFT issuance and participation service open

Foray into Untact Lab labeled products PPL

Creator and content IP transaction service open

business area

Entertainment academy open
Launching offline store labeled products
Making YouTube MCN exclusive agreements with
entertainers

This roadmap may be changed without prior notification due to
circumstances of the company or any other unforeseeable events
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10
Team&Advisors

Kim jong sik
Founder
CLOVER AGENCY Inc. CEO
BR ENC Inc. CEO
HAEBOMA performing production CEO

TEAM
Kim kinam
Untact Lab Inc. Director of Live commerce
Present) Clover Agency executive manager
Former) NeotideDory ENT. executive manager
Former) Stone ENT. executive manager
Former) G.O Agency executive manager

Yang Sungmin
Untact Lab Inc. Director of brand planning
Present) Bling.Bling_life CEO
Former)Life detail homeshopping product
developer
Former)China Lewe co. Kitchen electronics
developer
Former)Laeah co. director of HMR develoment

Jung Junsuh
Untact Lab Inc. Director of overseas sales
Present) Neotide Korea CEO
Former) Dory ENT. CEO
Former) Yescon construction co. CEO
Former) HAEOREUM Production
executive vice president

Hwang Joonhyung
Untact Lab Inc. Director of performing
planning/production
HAEBOMA performing production CEO
Daekyeong Univ. invited professor
2021 Korea culture art operating committee

Kim kookjin
Untact Lab Inc. Head manager
Present) Clover Agency head manager
Former) culture
Former) streetculture citizen's solidarity auditor
Former) Branch of Minyechong
Operating Committee
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TEAM

Noh kyungjin
Untact Lab Inc. Head manager
Present) Clover Agency head manager
Former) CREEK & RIVER KOREA head manager
Former) Alpha Agency Auditor

Lee youngju
Untact Lab Inc. General manager
Present) Clover Agency general manager
Former) Lemonde general manager
Former) Head ENT. head manager

Kang hyomin
Untact Lab Inc. manager
Present) Clover Agency manager
Former) NeotideDory ENT. Casting dept.

Lim a hyeon
Untact Lab Inc. manager
Present) Clover Agency manager of content
development dept.
Former)Caspa Inc. Administrator
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Advisor
Lee Sungsoo
Present) Incheon newspaper
CEO
Present) Lead construction co.
advisor

Hwang wooyeo

Present) SJ Inc. CEO

Present)Hwang & Si Law firm
Former) Prime minister of Education
and vice prime minister of society
Former) Korea teenage federation president

Jung Samooel
Present) International Culture Univ. vice President
Present) International sports culture academy vice
President
Present) Metow publication co. CEO

Choi Geunhyung
Present) Choi Geunhyung Law firm CEO
Former judge of district court of Incheon
Former judge of district court of Daegu

Yoon Yeohang
Former) Woori investment & Securities vice president

Lee Hwan
KICPA Certified Public Accountant
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11
Legal Consideration
Untact(UTX) Token Business Model has published only to provide people who are interested
in Untact platform specific information and roadmap. This document is absolutely no intended
purpose for soliciting investments, etc.
Please be aware of Untact(UTX) Foundation does not guarantee any financial compensation
and also does not have any liabilities for damages, financial losses, debts occurred as
someone referred to this document after reading.
Please once again be aware of that the Untact(UTX) Foundation is non-liability for any
financial damages, losses, debts, or other financial damages caused by making their own
decisions using this document (including cases as when someone referred to this document
or considered this document, but not limited to only these cases.)
This document of Untact(UTX) project is not assured that any content contained in the
document will be same or correct in the future as this document created and provided as of
the time of writing (as is). Untact (UTX) Foundation does not guarantee representations and
warranties related to this document for anyone who reads this document and also will not be
liable regarding it.
For example, Untact (UTX) Foundation does not guarantee factors as if this document is based
on legitimate rights, is violates the rights of third parties, is commercially valuable or useful, is
intended for a particular purpose of people who read it, if there is any incorrect or
misstatement in content. Exclusion of liability is not restricted to the cases above-mentioned.
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